Fueling the Future Today!

e-Mobility Fleet
Solutions

“A POWERFUL PARTNERSHIP TO MEET YOUR NEEDS”
 For over 150 years Gilbarco Veeder-Root has been part of the American
landscape. A brand that established an industry and is synonymous with
quality and performance.
 Built on cutting-edge technology and fueled
by world-class engineering, Tritium is the
leader in DC Fast Charging solutions.
Together we’ve spent more than a century and a half building the most

innovative products in the fueling industry. Together, we’re ready to take on
the next century of fueling advancements.
Gilbarco Veeder-Root: Your Trusted Electrification Partner






A portfolio of solutions to fulfill all your electrification needs
Certified Installation Partners to get your equipment set up
Partner with you to access available funding
24/7 Helpdesk to provide support for all issues
Trained and certified technicians to solve all your Service & Maintenance
issues
GVR Solutions have a
Global footprint across
various markets

US: > 5,000 sites /
300,000 vehicles
Globally: >10,000 sites /
2.5M vehicles

Energy Knowledge Operating System (EKOS)

End-to-end cloud-based platform that provides Fleet Managers with visibility into Internal
Combustion Engines and Electric Vehicle fleet equipment, Electric Vehicle Chargers, driver
management, fleet card support, fuel and charging management processes, inventory monitoring,
compliance, and reporting.

Fleet Management

Easily manage all aspects of your
fleet – drivers, vehicles, chargers,
authorization methods, etc.
Perform onsite and offsite
transaction consolidation.

Future Proof Solutions
A future-proof cloud solution optimized
to ensure you are always ready to go as
you scale.

Energy & Sustainability Reporting

Access your energy & sustainability
reports along with your traditional fuel
information.
EKOS helps you plan for and control your
power consumption through its energy
reporting capability

Fuel Site/Inventory Management
Easily monitor and know the status of
your fleet equipment at a glance. By
utilizing EKOS, Fleet Managers can
efficiently and effectively monitor Fuel
Sites, EV Charger Sites and fuel
Inventory.

Compliance and Security
Keep your fleet sites in compliance, keep
and maintain all documentation in a
central repository

“Why should I electrify now?”
What are the drivers of fleet electrification?
 lower costs of ownership for electric vehicles as compared to ICE vehicles
 regulatory forces (such as government mandates for clean-emission-vehicles)
 reducing your carbon footprint
 reputational benefits of appealing to customers with environmental concerns.
How do fleets save money through electrification?
Transitioning from fossil fuel powered vehicles to EVs lowers the TCO for fleet vehicles. EVs
have lower costs in fuel and a significant decrease in standard preventative maintenance
requirements when compared to traditional vehicles. Additionally, fleet owners may be able to
apply for grants available TODAY to lower costs even further.

Advantages of Level 3 Direct
Current Fast Chargers
Future proof: This technology represents the
greatest flexibility for future EV expansion.
Wide use case: DCFC units can be configured to
support the most popular charging connectors on
the market and can thus charge a wide variety of
vehicles. These units can provide the type of power
that will be used by larger fleet vehicles (buses, fire
trucks & sanitation vehicles) while still allowing a
safe and fast charge for vehicles like sedans and
pickup trucks.
Resiliency for emergency: These high-powered
chargers can be paired with other solutions like
battery storage to provide critical emergency
response capabilities.
Large funding opportunities: Funding for
Electrical Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) typically
covers up to 80% of the cost of equipment and
installation.

Veefil-RT 50kW DCFC
Front & Back
LED Security
Lights

3G/4G Wireless
Communication

Custom Vinyl
Branding Wrap
RFID Card
Reader
CCS (SAE combo)

Simple To Use
Interface
CHAdeMO
Card Reader

Emergency
Stop Button

Radiator Panel

 World’s smallest footprint for
a DC fast charger
 Low maintenance ensures
maximum up time
 Durable UV resistant exterior
maximizes brand visibility
 Patented Liquid-Cooled
Technology

Durable UV
resistant
polycarbonate
shell
Aluminum Base
Plate

 Reduced set-up costs and
faster installation time
 Optimal functionality in a
wide range of environmental
conditions
 Advancements in design and
engineering mean increased
reliability

Veefil-RT 175-S (175kW) DCFC
Cable Management
Light showing
status of charger
Custom Vinyl
Branding Wrap
CCS (SAE
combo)
RFID Reader

 Patented Liquid-Cooled
Technology
 Optimal functionality in a wide
range of environmental
conditions
 User unit plus a separate power
unit to meet high charging
capacity

3G/4G Wireless
Communication

10inch Screen

CHAdeMO

 Flexible installation allowing
100 meters distance between
power unit and user unit
 IP55 rated user unit with IK10
screen
 Durable UV resistant exterior
maximizes brand visibility

